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ProX X-BLITZZX2 Blitzz Cold Spark Effect Machine Set of 2 W-Wheeled Road Case

Description
WOW YOUR AUDIENCE OR GUESTS:  Fireworks displays are an incredible way to entertain people. There are plenty of fireworks
available on the marketplace, though they don’t always allow you to create the show that you desire. If you were to simply purchase
fireworks, it would be impossible to set them to music.  With the Blitzz Cold Spark (simulated sparkler fountain) machine from ProX, you
can create spectacular indoor displays for such events as:

Holiday celebrations
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Holiday celebrations
Parties of all types
Business launches
Weddings & Reception
Festivals
Indoor concerts.

The ProX Blitzz Cold Spark Machine is covered by the ProX Live Performance Gear® One Year (365 days) Limited Warranty (Click
for Details)

One of the main reasons people choose ProX Blitzz is that they produce very little smoke and no odor. This is almost unheard of within
the pyrotechnics industry because these two things are the definition of fireworks and always happen with fireworks due to their
explosive content.  The granules used in our machines have no explosive content.  Our sleek design is self-contained inside a small
metal box. It is also self-cleaning, so there is no mess afterward.

You have the ability to control the height and duration of the sparkler display, as well. This makes it safe to use indoors so that you don’t
have to worry about fires. It’s completely safe, complete with a precautionary safety shutoff feature.  Plus, the effect is only 62 degrees
Fahrenheit, a cold sparkler display!   (spar·kler  ˈspärk(ə)lər/ noun "a thing that sparkles, in particular")

Once you get these ProX Blitz machines for yourself, you will be amazed by the possibilities.  This could be the single thing that makes
you stand out in your market, and something we stand behind 100%.

You have likely seen pyrotechnic displays that are awe-inspiring. You likely have probably also seen displays that are not very
impressive because there is either not enough height or not enough synchronization between the bursts. We change all of this. Each
unit has a fill for the spark-producing powder which can last up to 15 minutes of total effect time. There are controls that allow you to
adjust the settings, coordinate with LED lighting, change the height of bursts, and more. Want it set to music so you can have the bursts
follow the crescendo of the music?  Just integrate the machines into your DMX controlled show.  Connecting with the music makes the
audience immersed in the effect. 

A display that is synchronized to the music is something that everyone will be talking about. It is not something that is seen very often,
and this is because it is extremely difficult to organize – unless you have the right tools. At ProX, we bundle all of the tools in one
convenient, easy to set up, lightweight box. This is unlike anything you have ever seen before, and this is why we will become such a
popular choice within the marketplace.

You choose the music that you want. Use your favorite DMX program to determine how you want everything to go off, and it will make it
that much easier to work with cold spark effects.

You can control multiple units with our wireless remote system. These can be set up in circles, at different heights, and so much more to
give you the impressive show you have always wanted. Whether you are providing this display at a concert, a festival, or even a
birthday party, the functions are completely customizable.

You don’t have to have a degree in pyrotechnics (since it is only simulated pyrotechnics, but you do need to thoroughly read and
understand ProX Blitzz operator manual) in order to use the ProX machines. We have made it easy to create amazing fountain
sparkler effects without the dangers of real fireworks. Our equipment is environmentally friendly and very safe.

Up to 15 minutes of special effects can be created from a single powder refill. If you only want to create five minutes of the effects, the
remaining powder will stay inside the box so that it is ready for the next time you want to create a stunning display.  Displays should be
programmed in short bursts to allow cooling time of the machine between effects.

This type of display is a great way to entertain and wow people. It doesn’t have to be expensive or time-consuming and at ProX we
make it easy!

Are you looking forward to experiencing a breathtaking indoor fireworks display? If yes, you need special effects spark machines to
achieve your desired stunning displays. The Cold Spark Blitzz Machine, also known as a cold spark effect, is safe to use, spark
machine as it emits cold sparks which are not subject to catching fire.  This device is not pyrotechnics but a simulated pyrotechnic
experience.

The Cold Spark Machine allows its user to customize how the sparks should appear. The users have the luxury of controlling the
sparks’ timing, volume as well as how high they rise for whatever production. You will simply be in control all through.

These special effects spark machine’s cost is very favorable despite its stunning abilities. The ProX Blitzz package boasts the best
price tags in the market/ industry. By choosing the ProX Blitzz you are guaranteed of high technology, safety as well as value for your
money. The material used for the special sparks effects is durable since it has a long shelf life. It is therefore advisable for bulk stocking
to achieve a reduction of expenses.

The safe and convenient special effects spark machine.  Safety should be your number one priority. The Cold Spark Machine as
mentioned earlier does not catch fire. The Cold Spark Machine fountain system allows for safe creation of the stunning desired sparks
effects. This machine is fully programmable and easy to set up.

The users of the ProX Blitzz Cold Spark Effect Machine, with a standard DMX controller, are able to simultaneously control multiple
units and up to 3 (possibly 4) units from a single standard 15 Amp 115VAC power supply circuit.

The ProX Cold Spark Machine can be used in any environment setting since its sparks are not flammable and with almost zero
possibility of abuse or misuse. Its units are high tech and consist of inbuilt safety protocols hence their operations can be kept under
maximum control.   Another important aspect to consider before purchasing a special effects spark machine is the number of units
required for your desired special effects.

These machines are intended for use of persons over 21 years of age. Proper care, maintenance, operation, and use of the
machines is very important and required for consistent operation and successful continued use.

The full operators manual is available to download (click here) for your review! Always keep the most current manual for your
use.  Current Version 1.40 Dated May 24, 2019, all other versions are void.

If the machine is showing E--8 this means to
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scan the safety card included with granules.

 

 

 

After each use be sure to empty unused granules from the bin and run a cleaning cycle. (See page 2 of Manual)  Be sure to put
the unused granules in airtight storage such as a quality zip-lock bag or other non-metallic airtight containers.   Granules left
in the machine, or exposed to the air will tend to oxidize and clump into hard deposits.   If left in the machine, they can/may
clog the machine and damage the spark chamber.  This is not covered by the warranty. 

The ProX Blitzz Cold Spark Machine is covered by the ProX One Year (365 days) Limited Warranty (Click for Details)

Features
The ProX Blitzz Cold Spark Machine is a DMX-controllable device that can project a 3 to 16-foot fountain of cold sparks.  (62-68
degrees F) The device is a compact rectangular metal unit with a control surface on the rear with powerCON in and pass-thru
connectors for daisy-chaining units together.  There’s also a power switch and 3-pin DMX In and Out connections. The panel on the
back is an LED screen with button controls that give the user intensity options.   It has a connector for the wireless remote control
receiver as well. 

The machine is operated from a DMX console or ProX wireless remote.  The operator can control the height and the volume of sparks,
by adjusting DMX values. The operator has full control over the start and stops of the effect, which means that for any reason, at any
time, the technician can abort the program or halt an effect immediately. Chases, effects, bumps, and any other programming tricks can
be used with the Cold Spark Machine, just like any DMX connected fixture. Each machine runs on 110-120VAC and is rated at 5.8A of
power.

Devices require the ProX Spark Effect Granules  X-BLITZZ-P10FT (Indoor/Outdoor) or X-BLITZZ-P16FT (Outdoor ONLY)

Developed by ProX to fit the needs of the mobile entertainer and production companies, the machine works by heating up small grains
of a proprietary mixture of metals, which are loaded into the machine from small pre-measured pouches.  Every 7 ounces (200-gram)
packet gives the operator approximately 10 to 15 minutes of firing time, in 90-second increments with a cooldown time, which means no
reloading the device after a single shot. These grains produce cool-to-the-touch sparks, and there is almost no possibility of igniting a
fire as it does not use flames or gunpowder. The effect also produces virtually no smoke, and leaves no foul odor in the air, making this
a great effect for indoor use.

The two units are packed in a ProX durable road case with 2 power cables, 2 wireless remotes, and 2 wireless receivers. and wired
remotes.  

Blitzz Cold Spark Safety Suggestions
 
Any deviations from the safety information in the users manual and the safety sheet are at the user's sole responsibility.  It is
essential that users completely read the most recent version of the operators manual listed below.  

NOTICE: All unused granules MUST BE REMOVED from the machine after each use and stored in a sealed airtight container
of glass or plastic. Do not transport unit with granules in the bin.   Any granules from partially used bags must be stored the
same way.  It is acceptable to mix granules from the bag with granules removed from the machine.   Failure to comply with
this can damage machine and void warranty.

 

Shipping Dimensions
22.00"L x 14.50"D x 19.00"H
Shipping Weight: 85.00 lbs

Suggested Shipping Method: Parcel

UPC
019372409236
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Commonly Asked Questions
+ Will the Blitzz Cold Spark Machine set off smoke detectors?

+ Where can I buy one?
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What did you think
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BlitzzFX Set of two
Cold Spark
Machines with
White Covers and
Case
SKU: X-BLITZZFX X2

Blitzz Large
Powder Cold Spark
Effect Granules
For Outdoor use
Only Titanium
Alloy Grains Effect
Height: 3-16ft 1-5m
SKU: X-BLITZZ-P16FT

Blitzz Large
Powder Cold Spark
Effect Granules for
Indoor or Outdoor
Use Titanium Alloy
Grains Effect
Height: 3-10ft 1-3m
SKU: X-BLITZZ-P10FTCookie Notice: By clicking “Accept All Cookies”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts.

Accept All Cookies
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